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Background
There is a chronic shortage of organs for people who need donations, and pigs
hold a great deal of promise as possible donors, as many pig organs and human
organs are similar in size and structure. However, serious challenges persist for
potential recipients due to risks of
immune rejection. In addition, pig cells
are host to a number of potentially
dangerous retroviruses known as PERVs
(Porcine Endogenous Retroviruses) that
raise serious concerns about the risks of
tissue and organ transplantation.
In October 2015, scientists began to
address these problems by using CRISPR
on pig embryos to disable 62 PERVs that are embedded in the pig genome.
Separately, the same team also altered 20 genes that could cause an immune

response and blood clotting when pig tissues are transplanted into human
recipients; by altering these genes such that they will no longer provoke an
immune response, the chances for successful transplantation are increased.

CRISPR Pigs Are Now Available
The work on pigs is newsworthy in part because
of the number of edited genes – indeed, 62 is the
largest published number of genes altered by
CRISPR in an organism to date. Additionally,
despite the large number of CRISPR alterations,
the embryos did not show signs of damage, and
the cells continued to grow normally in the lab.
In 2017 a research group reported that they had
generated live, healthy animals from these
CRISPR-modified cells.

Questions for Discussion:
In a purely technical sense, it is now possible to
obtain PERV-free, antigen-muted organs from
these CRISPR pigs for transplantation, although to date no such transplants have
been approved or carried out. Nonetheless, it seems clear that in the very near
future requests for the approval of such transplant procedures will be made. It will
be important, therefore to come to grips with a number of issues related to this
procedure.
Animal Rights Engineering animal organs for transplanting into humans raises a
number of ethical concerns. Animal rights activists worry about the harming and
exploiting of animals.
Equity There are also concerns about whether the organs will be available to
patients in a fair and equitable fashion, or will they only be available to those who
can afford to pay for them.
Safety and Durability Others worry about the first group of people who agree
to such a transplant – will human bodies accept these organs, long term? Will the
organs actually function for a length of time that justifies the risks and expense?
Religious Concerns A number of religious groups have deeply-felt dietary
concerns about pigs and pork products. Will these concerns extend to animal
transplants, and as a result will they shut off millions of people from potentially
lifesaving transplants?

